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Introduction
The yield curve is key statistic for the state of the economy, widely tracked by both policy makers and market participants. Accurate prediction of the curve is of great use for investment decision, risk management, derivative pricing and inflation targeting. It is therefore no surprise to witness the vast literature related to the modelling and forecasting of the term structure. Notable landmarks are the early work of Vasicek (1977) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) , through Duffie and Kan (1996) and Dai and Singleton (2000) , all of which focus on the class of affine term structure models, and Hull and White (1990) and Heath, Jarrow, and Morton (1992) , who focus on fitting the term structure under no arbitrage restrictions.
The value of no arbitrage restrictions is that, given the factors, we need only a small number of parameters to determine the shape of the curve. The number of cross-sectional free parameters is substantially larger without forcing no-arbitrage. So, if data agree with no-arbitrage restrictions, intuition tells us that imposing these restrictions will render better out-of-sample results.
Despite these important advances, Duffee (2002) documents that in the context of forecasting, good out-of-sample performance remains a challenge. More recently, Duffee (2011) finds that imposing no-arbitrage restrictions does not improve forecasting performance. Mönch (2008 ), De Pooter et al. (2010 and Exterkate et al. (2012) add macro variables and document that they contain predictive information for the curve.
A popular choice for a prediction model is the one put forward by Diebold and Li (2006, henceforth DL) . They successfully demonstrate how a variant of the Nelson-Siegel model (Nelson and Siegel, 1987) can be used for prediction. The model itself is essentially a common parametric function, which is flexible enough to describe the many shapes assumed by the yield curve. An extension offered by Svensson (1994) renders more flexibility. In their seminal paper from 2006, DL build a dynamic framework for the entire yield curve, a dynamic Nelson-Siegel model (henceforth NS) . Factors are estimated recursively using standard cross-sectional OLS, and evolve according to an AR(1) process. This approach has at least two appealing aspects. First, time-varying parameters can be easily interpreted as the well-known triplet level, slope and curvature. These three latent factors have been shown to be the driving force behind the yields co-movement (Litterman and Scheinkman, 1991) . Second, estimation is easy and robust, analytical solution is at the ready, which makes recursive estimation simple and fast. Those reasons, combined with the empirical evidence for good in and out-of-sample forecasting performance promoted the acceptance of this model.
At the very heart of affine term structure models, lies the decomposition of the yield curve into the common part and the idiosyncratic part. When the yield curve is properly spanned by a small set of common factors, the idiosyncratic part can be treated as white noise. Specifically, there should be no autocorrelation or bias once underlying factors are accounted for. However, in practice, it might not be the case. Model errors may exhibit clear deviations from those assumptions. This issue has recently gained increased attention. Hamilton and Wu (2011) and Duffee (2011) document term structure model errors that exhibit high serial correlation. In terms of forecasting, Bauer et al. (2012) claim that parameters of a dynamic term structure model incur small-sample bias. They implement a bootstrap-based bias correction procedure and document that correcting the bias improves out-of-sample performance. Their approach focus on the bias of the factor persistence, not on bias in the intercept.
Usually, we target the yields themselves, factor modelling is a means to an end. Here I suggest a pragmatic way to correct for the effect brought about by this bias, working directly with out-of-sample model errors. Once errors deviate from the white noise assumption, a simple correction can be applied to directly extract potential remains of information. As recently been suggested, conditional on the existence of such bias, this has the potential to improve forecasting performance.
I empirically illustrate this point using the NS model. The NS model is compared favourably in terms of forecasting performance to other less parsimonious models (e.g. Mönch, 2008) . The model fits the curve well, however, the residuals from the fit over time exhibit (1) strong autocorrelation and (2) mean which significantly deviates from zero.
These stylized facts can be exploited to improve prediction. One fairly standard way to do that is by adding a lagged residual to the model. While doing so might improve prediction, we lose the pleasant feature of factor interpretation, as the lagged residual will extract ex-planatory power from the factors. At the same time, it is unattractive to squander potential information that can be used to improve forecast accuracy. Possible pragmatic and intuitive solution is to model the out-of-sample errors as an AR(1) process and forecast the error term. The resulting forecast is the original NS forecast with an added forecast of the error term. This extension preserves the attractive feature of the NS factors interpretation while significantly improves the quality of prediction throughout the curve. Taieb and Hyndman (2012) perform a similar two-stage procedure in a different context. A recursive multi-step ahead forecast is known to be biased even if the base model is correctly specified. They correct this bias in a similar fashion. They model the forecast errors and rectify the original biased forecast subsequently.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next section motivates the adjustment, Section 3 presents the empirical results. Significance and robustness are discussed in section 4 where different term structure model specifications are considered. Section 5 concludes.
The model
We start with a general framework and notation, a general factor models, then move on to the more specific NS model which is used in the empirical exercise, ending the section with the outlined procedure for bias correction.
General factor model
A general dynamic factor model can be written as:
(1)
with y t vector of M yields at time t. B(θ) is an M × r matrix of r factors loadings, possibly dependent on θ parameters. Φ(L) denotes (r ×r)×(r ×r) matrix of order p lag polynomials.
µ is r × 1 vector of constants. Finally, ε t and η t are M × 1 and r × 1 vectors of residuals that are assumed to be uncorrelated. The time series aspect of the model in (2) describes the dynamics of the low dimensional vector of factors. It is common practice to use three factors for the yield curve (DL, 2006 , Mönch, 2008 , Tobias et al., 2012 for a recent counter example).
The cross sectional aspect, the mapping between factors and yields in (1), is quite flexible.
We can reduce the number of free parameters by imposing structure on B(θ). Examples are Duffie-Kan restrictions (Duffie and Kan, 1996) , smoothing restrictions (Koopman and Van der Wel, 2010) Yu and Zivot (2010) find that using the state-space estimation method results in poor out-of-sample performance compared with the two-step procedure.
Thus, the projection approach suggested by DL (2006) seems like a reasonable choice.
Dynamic Nelson-Siegel model
For the yield curve of interest rates, using the well known latent factor model suggested by Nelson and Siegel (1987) , the loadings are predetermined functions of maturity τ . The representation given by DL (2006) to this model is given by:
where available maturities at time t, τ = {τ 1 , ..., τ M }.
The parameter β 1 can be interpreted as the long-term interest rate, or a "level" factor.
The parameter β 2 determines how fast we the yield approaches its long term value, and is known as the "slope" factor. The parameter β 3 determines the size and shape of the hump, and is known as the "curvature" factor. Lastly, the parameter λ t determines the decay rate for the loadings on the second factor, and the maturity at which loading on the third factor is maximized. In the special case where λ t = λ ∀t, the factors β t are obtained using a simple cross sectional regression across available maturities at time t. The residuals ε t = {ε t,1 , ..., ε t,M } are assumed independent, to have mean zero and constant variance σ 2 t at any time point t. Note that these assumptions concern the cross sectional aspect of the model, and do not necessarily hold over time. To be more specific, the model does not assume residuals that are independent over time.
The model is widely used by central banks (BIS 2005) , and is a natural candidate for forecasting since the factors are strongly correlated over time. A strategy which has been shown empirically to perform very well, is to extract the factors using a cross sectional regression, forecast the future factors using (2) and use the relation in (1) to obtain the yield curve forecast. The factors β t are interpreted as the level, slope and curvature with the corresponding loadings.
The h-step-ahead prediction is given by:
with
where β t is a 3 × 1 vector, as is α. Γ is a 3 × 3 coefficient matrix which may or may not be diagonal. Arguments can be raised in favour and against a diagonal restricted Γ matrix. diagonal restricted Γ has less parameters so less estimation uncertainty, more parameters may result in a noisier forecast. However, unrestricted Γ allows for conditional cross-correlation between factors which may be important. In the forecasting exercise we use a diagonal restricted Γ as advocated in DL (2006) . Results from the fully parametrised Γ are presented in subsequent section for completeness.
More detailed description and factor intuition can be found in DL 2006 and Koopman et al.,2010. 
Bias correction procedure
Define the out-of-sample forecasting errors from the chosen forecasting model as:
The mapping between the factors and the yields is done using cross sectional projection.
Therefore there is a possibility that the residuals over time, still contain information to be exploited. The information can be in the form of errors which have non-zero mean or strong autocorrelation, features that can be observed even for the in-sample residuals.
A pragmatic way to extract potential remains of information is by using an AR model, so that the forecast for the out-of-sample error is obtained by:
In this equation δ is interpreted as the bias of the forecast, and ρ is the autocorrelation coefficient. Keeping our focus on prediction, the adjusted forecast is given by:
The parameters δ and ρ are estimated using a direct projection of the out-of-sample errors on their past, in the same manner that we determine the AR coefficients for factors dynamics. In essence, we extract potential information in model errors and use it to adjust our prediction for the next period. Note that "model errors" refers to the out-of-sample errors, to stress the fact the coefficients are trained towards their direct use in forecasting. This is useful since the prediction bias can assume different structure for different forecasting horizons, which is directly accounted for.
A wrinkle in the proposal is that when there is no information to be extracted, i.e. the errors are in fact white noise, the extension is redundant and will result in a more noisy forecast caused by the added estimation uncertainty. In general, unnecessary additional estimation uncertainty diminishes forecast accuracy. In the next section empirical results alleviate this concern.
Empirical results
In this section I describe the data, followed by estimation methods and forecasting results using our proposed adjustment.
Data description
We use the same data as in DL (2006) (2006). Same data was also used in Jungbacker et al. (2012) and Koopman and van der wel (2011) . 
Residuals from a Nelson-Siegel model
In order to make the case for the correction procedure, we examine the in-sample residuals Nelson-Siegel fit, as in DL (2006) . Table 2 presents the descriptives statistics and shows that there is considerable autocorrelation for all maturities. This might be a result from illiquidity in the traded bonds. Such persistence in the residuals is also documented by de Jong (2000) and Bliss (1997b) . In addition, we can see that the mean, which under the factor modelling framework is assumed to be zero, is higher for some maturities while lower for others. This has been tested formally using the standard t-test. The correction proposed in (6) uses δ to capture mean deviation and ρ to capture error persistence. The decomposition of the yield curve into its common part and residual part implies that null forecasting power remains in the residuals. In such a case the departure from the white noise assumption observed in For each maturity (measured in months) we observe mean, standard deviation (Sd), Minimum (Min), Maximum (Max) and sample autocorrelation for one and twelve lags ( ρ(·)). Bold numbers represent a rejection of the residual mean being equal to zero, at 5% level using a t-test. Ljung Box test for the NULL of no autocorrelation is firmly rejected for all yields.
can be reconciled by the relatively short time span considered. Yields are very persistent so the data contains only a handful of business cycles. Furthermore, incorporating residuals into a forecasting model should not result in any forecast accuracy gains. In contrast, if the underlying model assumptions about the nature of the residuals being white noise is only an approximation or altogether false, we might be able to extract remaining prediction power from the errors to improve our out-of-sample performance, while at the same time preserving the natural factor model structure and interpretation. Table 2 is useful to communicate the motivation for the adjustment. Note that I do not model the in-sample residuals, but the out-of-sample forecasting error. I train the estimators towards their direct target and so for example, if the bias in mean of the forecast errors for long forecasting horizon is larger than that of short forecasting horizon, this will be reflected in the corresponding estimates.
Estimation
In the estimation procedure, I follow closely DL ( i.e. Γ in (5) is restricted to be diagonal, λ t is not treated as time varying but is set to λ = 0.0609, the value that maximizes the third factor loading at maturity of 30 months. In a subsequent section, we relax these constraints and examine other specifications.
First we create the forecasts for the yields using the NS model as described above. We use the first 30 forecast errors (prior to 01/1994), to obtain initial estimates for δ and ρ parameters in (6), after which estimation proceeds in a recursive manner. Once the forecast for the out-of-sample error is made, the original NS forecast is adjusted according to (7).
Out-of-sample forecasting performance
The evaluation metric is root mean squared prediction error (RMSPE) as it is widely used in forecasting practice. We observe that by utilizing the proposed correction, we achieve better results throughout the curve. This is to be expected from analysis presented in the earlier section and in line with recent literature. The improvement in performance stems from the fact that the NS model has substantial forecast errors autocorrelation and mean which is different from zero, these facts are utilized in the proposed adjustment. The improvement suggests that the bias is strong enough to compensate for added the estimation noise from the extra parameters δ and ρ. Also, note that the adjustment uniformly does not impair accuracy which is comforting in the minmax sense. When the adjustment does not improve out-of-sample performance, on average, performance is not diminished either. It is a further indication that the proposed adjustment is indeed agreeable.
Significance testing and robustness checks
This section examines whether improvement presented in the earlier section is large. In addition, we perform the analysis for different time periods and investigate the effectiveness of the proposed adjustment using different model specifications. Specifically, (1) we allow for conditional correlated factors (CFNS), (2) we allow for time varying loadings (TVL) using a cross sectional non-linear least squares as was proposed by DL, and (3) 
Clark-West test
The proposed extension is nested in original model, i.e. when δ = ρ = 0 the model boils down to the original one. In case these parameter are redundant, the adjustment is not needed and essentially adds estimation noise to the model. A natural result of such added estimation noise is worse out-of-sample forecasting performance. 
Different subperiods analysis
In order to verify that the results are not driven by any particular period, I divide the dataset into three non over-lapping subperiods and carry out the same experiment. Table 5 summarizes the results which match previous argumentation.
In some periods forecasting gains are higher than others. That said, there is little to no evidence of worse performance due to estimation of redundant parameters, as is expected in the case where the errors are, in fact, white noise processes. The results are as expected from the significance testing performed in the previous subsection.
Different model specifications
Analysis presented previously followed specifications as they appear in DL (2006). I turn to examine the proposed correction under different specifications. This is done to confirm that
We also performed the Giacomini-White test (2006) which does not presume under the NULL worse out-of-sample performance of the nesting model, but merely compares the difference using a t-test approach. Results tell the same story. Table 5 : Out-of-sample root mean squared prediction error (in percentage points) without (NS) and with (BCNS) our proposed adjustment. The three sub-periods: 1994:01 -1998:12, 1999:01 -2003:12, 2004:01 -2009:12 . One, six and twelve month ahead forecasts.
our proposal is not performing well only under a specific configuration but breaks down when we allow more flexibility in the factor modelling stage. I conduct the empirical experiment using different additional adaptations. First, relax the diagonal restriction on Γ in (5) to allow conditional cross-factor interaction. Differently put, factors follow a VAR process as oppose to a univariate AR's. Second, allow λ to vary over time. The parameter λ sets the shape of the curve. In related literature, it is customary to fix λ at some constant throughout the analysis. In the analysis performed earlier in the paper λ was set to 0.0609 as in DL for time variation in λ. They propose to integrate λ as a fourth factor into the VAR process in (5). This will allow for a more flexible dynamics in the factor dependency structure. In the same vein, we can achieve even more flexibility by adding a fourth term in (3), a second hump-shape (U shape). This will undoubtedly improve in-sample fit and perhaps provide better out-of-sample results. I assess these suggestions in the context of forecasting, which is an analysis of independent interest.
Correlated factors NS (CFNS)
The difference between the NS and the CFNS is that for the CFNS, the Γ matrix in (5) is fully parametrized, as oppose to diagonal as was advocated by DL (2006) . This allows possible conditional interaction between factors. Put another way, factors follow a VAR (1) process instead of an three AR(1) processes. As can be seen from Table 6 , the reduction in RMSPE from the bias correction step outlined is maintained. Note that at times where the CFNS model is more accurate, the gain from the bias correction step is not as large compared with the original NS (using AR dynamics for the factors). For example, for a one moth ahead prediction of the yield with three months to maturity, the CFNS performs much better than the NS. In this case, the gain from out-of-sample error forecasting, and the adjustment stage is not as large as for the original NS specification. 
Time varying loadings (TVL)
Given λ, factor estimation is a simple cross sectional least-squares as described in (3). However, in 2010, Koopman et al. find evidence for time variation in λ. This can be accounted for, as was proposed by DL (2006) . The cross sectional factor estimation procedure becomes non-linear least squares. The estimation is slightly complicated by the fact that at each point in time we have relatively few observations. Too few degrees of freedom can cause instability in estimation. To show how to mitigate the problem, denote:
, and
Given λ t , the best fit for the curve in the mean squared error sense is given by the three factors
In each period, I grid search over λ t for the vector β t (λ t ) that minimizes the sum of squared errors in (3). The result from the coarse grid search is then provided as starting value for the search algorithm.
The four factors:
follow an unrestricted VAR,
The dimensions of κ, ∆, and υ t are 4 × 1, 4 × 4, and 4 × 1, respectively. As before, the estimation is performed recursively with each additional time point. The yield forecast is given by its mapping from (4) using the additional forecast term λ t together with β t .
Results shown in table 7 accord with the pattern previously observed. The bias correction improves accuracy. At times less, but overall across the board. Importantly, accuracy never decreases as a result of the proposed adjustment. 
Dynamic Nelson-Siegel-Svensson model (NSS)
On average, we expect a simple relation between yields and maturities. Namely, the longer the buyer of the bond is willing to wait, the higher the compensation. When this is the case, the Nelson-Siegel model is adequate and provides satisfactory results. However, in some periods, data show more complex yield-maturity relation and the curve assumes irregular shapes. When those occur, a more flexible model is needed. Svensson (1994) suggested adding an extra term to improve flexibility. The cross sectional mapping is now given by:
Svensson (1994) shows that this additional hump-shape factor improves the fit of the curve.
Analogously to the parameters β 3 and λ 1 , the parameters β 4 and λ 2 determine the size and location of the second hump respectively. Calibration of the model was done in a similar fashion to the TVL model described above. Dynamics in the time series aspect is now more complex. The parameter vector θ t in (8) The table 8 bears resemblance to previous results presented, which reinforces the main point of the paper. Interestingly, the added flexibility, which was shown to provide much better in-sample fit by Svensson (1994) , produces much worse out-of-sample performance for the short horizon and slightly worse for longer forecasting horizons, compared with the simple DL (2006) specification.
Overall, results described in this section support the line of reasoning presented earlier. The correction step generally improves, and rarely harms prediction accuracy. We also observe the more flexible model configurations, such as the time varying loadings and the dynamic NSS model which provides better fit in-sample, performs badly out-of-sample compared with the more parsimonious alternatives. Yu and Zivot (2010) corroborate this result using corporate bonds data. A conclusion from this analysis is that allowing for time varying loadings, in terms of forecasting, can be labelled as excessive.
We also performed the exercise using AR dynamics, results are less competitive and so are omitted.
Concluding remarks
I propose a way to improve out of sample forecasting performance for the yield curve. With a focus set on out-of-sample performance I show that when the yield curve is modelled using a factor model, the residuals may still contain relevant information. This information can be exploited in favour of a more accurate prediction. That is, the factor model can be augmented with an additional step to extracts remains of information from the model errors.
I empirically illustrate this point using the NS model of DL (2006) . Large improvement in forecasting performance is achieved across the curve and for different forecasting horizons.
Results are significant and robust to three sub-samples for different time periods as well as for different model specifications. Although exemplified here using the NS model, the approach is general and can be applied whenever a factor model is used for yields modelling and forecasting. The correction step does not vary with model choice, thus for any specific model configuration, the procedure can be back-tested for possible future implementation.
The bias correction step does not involve time-consuming optimization scheme, thereby making it well suited for practical applications.
